Aging Skin_________________________________________
This targeted treatment uses the Dermabuilder multi-peptide anti ageing serum to
help diminish the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, while also enhancing the
skin’s elasticity, for visibly noticeable plumping and tightening of the skin. It also
combines a glysalhyrdra skin peel that allows delivery of the powerful cocktail of anti
oxidants and hydrating agents directly into the skin.
So how does it do all this:

STEP 1: DETOX

Lymphatic drainage helps to increase circulation of the lymphatic system. This
increases blood flow to the area, bringing oxygen to support the cells whilst also
bringing fresh clean lymph to restore hydration, tone and firm the skin, and
eliminate toxins.

STEP 2: CLEANSING & EXFOLIATION

Dead skin cells are gently exfoliated to reveal healthy, new skin whilst,
simultaneously, a serum containing lactic acid, glucosamine and many botanical
extracts is delivered deeply to cleanse and nourish the skin.

STEP 3: BRIGHTENING AGENT

This gentle glycolic and salicylic solution helps loosen debris from your pores ready
for the extraction stage whilst brightening the appearance of the skin.

STEP 4: EXTRACTION

Effortless extractions help to remove blackheads and draw out impurities in
congested areas using a serum of natural salicylic acid and honey extract.

STEP 5: DERMABUILDER - TARGETED ANTI-AGEING SERUM

Application of the patented Dermabuilder serum into the deep lines and wrinkles
using a twist and a kiss method helps to immediately visibly improve their
appearance and plump up the skin, while long term effects are produced by
stimulation of the collagen.

STEP 6: HYDRATION

HydraFacial Vortex-Fusion technology delivers a cocktail of hydrating hyaluronic acid
and the most advanced and powerful antioxidants, peptides and multi-peptides to
replenish the skin, leaving it hydrated, plumped up and at optimum skin health.

STEP 7: REJUVENATION

Red and infrared LED light is used to reduce redness and further stimulate collagen.
The light also supports the natural production of vitamin D, leaving your skin
glowing.

